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Across many different cultures and time periods, humans have 

cherished a secret meaning of herbs and plants. Flowers, herbs, and 

foliage were given as tokens of good luck and well wishing – sprigs of 

wheat included in bridal bouquets for fertility, wreaths of bay laurels 

worn as a symbol of victory. 

 

Small bouquets called “tussie mussies” had 

been exchanged since the 1400s, and plants 

were associated with different qualities and 

symbolism even before that, but the practice 

came to a new level of popularity in the 1800s 

(Laufer, 1996). During the Victorian era, a fascination with a “secret 

language of flowers” started in England and then spread to the United 

States. Hundreds of handbooks and magazine articles were published 

during this time that detailed the interpretation of flowers and herbs 

exchanged as “blooming expressions” and “talking bouquets.” 

 

Well Wishes: The language of herbs is a lovely way to create a 

personalized gift that expresses our well wishes and hope for healing. A 

small bouquet can be customized to express your sentiments and 

feelings for the recipient. After surgeries or car accidents, or as a 

comfort during time of loss, herbs like chamomile for comfort and 



yarrow for healing can be tied into small bouquets for those we care 

about. Be sure to attach a card with an explanation so that they can 

interpret your message. If your tussie-mussie contains only edible herbs 

(and no flowers or other greenery) you might want to include directions 

for turning your message into soothing cups of herbal tea after they 

have enjoyed its beauty for a day or two. 

 

Special Occasions Other important life occasions like births, graduations, 

moving to a new home, and career changes are also times when a 

special message might be welcome. Herbs can be used to signify wishes 

for success in business ventures (laurel), safe travels (wormwood), or 

even peace and prosperity in a new home (myrtle). A bouquet with a 

message is a thoughtful way to connect with someone. 

Contemplation & Reflection The secret language of herbs can also be 

used as a gentle reminder for yourself of qualities you want to cultivate 

in yourself or your home. A vase in a meditation space or on a table 

where you can catch a glimpse of it often is a lovely reminder. Perhaps 

angelica for inspiration if you are an artist or facing a difficult problem 

that needs to be solved, chamomile for patience, or parsley for 

gratitude. Even a simple sprig on a car dashboard or in a small vase at 

work can provide encouragement and give us a point for mindfulness as 

we go about our day. 

 

Remembering the secret meaning of herbs and including them in our 

daily lives as points for contemplation and by giving tussie-mussies are 

beautiful ways to pay tribute to the ties between plants and humans 



that have existed for thousands of years. As we seek to connect with 

others and the natural world around us, it’s delightful to indulge in little 

“secrets” now and then, and let our desire for a little mystery and 

whimsy out to play in a time-honored tradition with a modern twist. 

Here are a few more herbs and their meanings to get you started 

(Laufner, 1993): 

 

A Few Herbs and Their Meanings: 

 

Basil: love Lady’s mantle: comfort Rose: love, desire 
Bay laurel: success Lavender: devotion Rosemary: remembrance 
Calendula: health Lemon balm: sympathy Sage: wisdom 
Chamomile: comfort Lilac: joy of youth Sweet Woodruff: humility 
Echinacea: capability Lovage: strength Thyme: courage 
Fennel: worthy of praise Mint: virtue Vervain: good fortune 
Hops: mirth Oregano: joy Violet: loyalty 
Hyssop: cleansing Parsley: gratitude Yarrow: healing 
 

 

 


